determining the attractions of round bodies (or such as are generated by the revolving of a curve about a right line which remains fixed) when the attracted point is situated in the com mon axis of the circular sections :* and he employs this me thod to compute the attractive force of a spheroid of revolution on a point placed in the axis.*f M a c l a u r in was the first who determined the attractions of such a spheroid generally, for any point placed in the surface, or within the solid. The me thod of investigation, invented by that excellent geometer, is synthetical, but original, simple, and elegant, and has always been admired by mathematicians. When the attracted point is placed without the solid, the difficulty of solving the pro blem is greatly increased ; and it was reserved for L e G e n d r e to complete the theory of attractions of spheroids of revolu tion, by extending to all points, whether without or within the solid, what had before been investigated for the latter case only. X La P l a c e took a more enlarged view of the problem; he extended his researches to all elliptical spheroids, or such solids whose three principal sections are ail ellipses; and he obtained conclusions with regard to them, similar to what M a c l a u r in and Le G e n d r e had before demonstrated of spheroids of revolution. In this more general view of the problem, the investigation is particularly difficult, when the attracted point is placed without the solid. The method of in vestigation, which L a P la ce has employed for surmounting the difficulties of this.last case, although it is entitled to every praise for its ingenuity, and the mathematical skill which it displays, is certainly neither so simple nor so direct, as to leave no room for perfecting the theory of the attractions of ellipsoids in both these respects. It consists in shewing that the expressions for the attractions of an ellipsoid, on any ex ternal point, may be resolved into two factors ; of which, one is the mass of the ellipsoid, and the other involves only the excentricities of the solid and the co-ordinates of the attracted point: whence it follows, that two ellipsoids, which have the same excentricities, and their principal sections in the same planes, will attract the same external point with forces pro portional to the masses of the solids. This theorem includes the extreme case, when the surface of one of the solids passes through the attracted point: and by this means the attraction of an ellipsoid, upon a point placed without it, is made to de pend upon the attraction which another ellipsoid, having the same excentricities as the former, exerts upon a point placed in the surface.* L e G e n d r e has given a direct demonstra tion of the theorem of L a P l a c e , by integrating the fluxional expressions of the attractive forces; a work of no small diffi culty, and which is not accomplished without complicated cal culations.^ In the Mecanique C e l , the subject of attractions of ellipsoids is treated by L a P la ce after the method first given by himself in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,£ founded on the theory of series and partial fluxions. It was in the study of L a P l a c e ' s work, that the method I am about to deliver, was suggested; and it will not be altogether un worthy of the notice of the Royal Society, if it contribute to simplify a branch of physical astronomy of great difficulty, and which has so much engaged the attention of the most eminent mathematicians. 2. Let a, b, c, be three co-ordinates, that determine the po sition of a point attracted by a solid: and let dM denote a molecule, or element of the mass of the solid, whose position is fixed by the co-ordinates x, respectively parallel to a, b, c: then, supposing the invariable density to be denoted by unity, if we put/ = j (a -v )* + ( -y ) ' + (c the distance of the molecule from the attracted point, the di rect attraction of the molecule on the point will be = This force of attraction is next to be decomposed into other forces, having fixed directions independent on the position of the attracting molecule; and the directions most naturally sug gested for this purpose, are the three axes respectively paral lel to the co-ordinates. When the direct attraction is thus decomposed, the resulting forces, acting parallel to the axes, and directed to the planes from which the co-ordinates are reckoned, will be respectively, parallel to the axis of x, parallel to the axis of parallel to the axis of z.
Let A denote the accumulated amount of all the attractions, parallel to the axis of x ; and, in like manner, let B and C denote the same things for the attractions parallel to the axes of y and z : then, by restoring the value o f/, and writing d x . d y, dz for its equivalent there will be obtained,
where the several triple fluents must be extended to all the molecules that compose the mass of the solid.* The expressions of A, B, and C, just found, are all integra t e with respect to one of the variable quantities they contain. Thus A is integrate with respect to : Let be the greatest value of x (y and % remaining constant) on the positive side of the plane of y and z, and x "t he grea gative side of the same plane; then, the integration being performed, we shall get
In this expression of A, the fluxion under the sign of double integration denotes the attraction which a prism of the matter of the solid, whose length is x/ -f~ x " and its base dy . dz, exerts on the attracted point, in the direction of the length of the prism. If the plane, to which x is perpendicular, bisect the solid, as is the case of the principal sections of solids bounded by finite surfaces of the second order, then x'^=x,f: and as x' is nothing more than what x becomes at the surface of the solid, if we now suppose x, y, z to be three co-ordinates of a point in the surface, and, for the sake of brevity, put
this double fluent is to be extended to all the points, or inde finitely small spaces dy. d z , that compose the principa of the solid made by the plane of y and % .
In like manner, if B and C be integrated; the first with respect to the variable y, and the second with respect to the variable z ; two new expressions of these attractions will be obtained, exactly similar to the expression for A, that has just been investigated.
3.
The general equation of a surface of the second order bounding a finite solid, is* x 1 | y% , z 1 F 72 F1 1 : if the three quantities k, k' , k" be the solid will be a sphere ; if two of them, as k' and k" be equal, it will be a solid of revolution ; and if all the three be unequal, it will be an ellipsoid, or a spheroid, having all its three prin cipal sections ellipses. In what follows, we shall always sup pose that k is the least of the three quantities , ', k", or the least of the semi-axes of the solid.
The general equation of the ellipsoid, will be satisfied by putting x = kc os. < p, y = k 'sin. < p cos. t J/, and = k" s sin. ; where cp and ^ denote two indeterminate angles. In order to substitute these values of , y, and z in the formula (2 ), we must begin with taking the fluxion ofy, on the sup-- and, by exterminating dp, we get dz = "^7 . Thus, by substitution, the formula (2) will become
p cos. i p .dp .dp . { -and,
the double fluent must be taken from < p = 0, to < p = ~ (33-de noting half the pheriphery of the circle, whose radius is 1), and from p = 0, to p = 2^. To obtain a further transformation of the last expression of A, we are now to determine the semi-axes of an ellipsoid, whose surface shall pass through the attracted point, and which shall have the same excentricities, and its principal sections in the same planes, as the given ellipsoid. Let h, h', h" be the semi-axes required: then, because the attracted point is to be in the surface of the solid, a* . fc* . c*
and, because the excentricities must be equal to those of the given ellipsoid, therefore h,z -1 = £'2 -li = *, and h"% -h* = k,,zk* = e'*: hence namely, h. It is plain that one value of h, and only one, may, in all cases, be determined from this equation. For, by taking h small enough, the function on the left hand side will become greater than any positive quantity how great soever; and by taking h great enough, the same function will become less than any positive quantity how small soever: and while in creases from o, ad i n f i n i t u m , the function continually from being infinitely great to be infinitely little. Therefore there is only one ellipsoid, having the required conditions, whose surface will pass through the attracted point.* When h is determined, then
Let these values of ay b} c be substituted in the last exp sions for A and A ' : then
e'2,we shall readily obtain
C e l e s t e , Tom. II. p. 50.
cos.
e'* sin. % m sin. % n + ea sin. % p cos. *4^ + e,% In these values of A and A', it is plain that the quantities h, h\ h" are alike concerned with the quantities k, , and : and hence, by interchanging the semi-axes of the two ellip soids, we may represent each of the expressions for A and A' in two forms, which, when expanded, are identical: thus
the symbols A and A' express the distances of the attracted point, situated in the surface of the ellipsoid whose semi-axes are h, h',h", and determined by the co-ordinates a, b, , or h cos. m, h 'sin. mc os.;/, h " s m . ms in.;/, from the extremi of a prism of the matter of the ellipsoid first considered, paral lel to the axis h, and having k' k" sin. p co base, and its length equal to ck cos. p and, if we take a point in the surface of the last mentioned ellipsoid, that shall have k cos. /;/, k 'sin. m cos. n, k" sin. m sin. n (which we may note by a', b' , c' ) for its co-ordinates ; and conceive a prism of the matter of the other ellipsoid, parallel to k and h, that M r. I vory on the Attractions shall have 11 h" sin. < p cos. < p .dq> . d $ for its base, and it equal to 2I1 cos. q>; then, it is a consequence of what has been shown above, that A and A ' will likewise express the distances of the point, having a ', 6', c 'for tremities of this last prism. Therefore, if we put then will A' ( when the double fluent is taken between the same limits as in the case of A) be equal to the attractive force which the ellipsoid of homogeneous matter, whose semi-axes are h, h'} h", exerts on the point, whose co-ordinates are k cos.
or a', B', c\ in the direction parallel to the axis h. For, in the formula for A, as the fluxion under the sign of double integration, denotes the at tractive force of an indefinitely small prism of the matter of the ellipsoid, whose semi-axes are k, k', k" upon the point whose co-ordinates are a, b, c, in the direction par for the like reasons, in the formula for A', the fluxion under the same sign, will denote the attractive force of an indefinitely small prism of the matter of the ellipsoid, whose semi-axes are h, h!, h", upon the point whose co-ordinates are a\ , c' : and therefore the two fluents, when extended to all the prisms that compose the ellipsoids, will denote the attractions of the whole masses upon the respective points, in the direction men tioned. Thus the attractions A and A' depend upon the same fluent, and they are manifestly in the same proportion as k' k" is to h ' h " .
And if we denote by B' and C' the attractive forces which the ellipsoid of homogeneous matter, whose semi-axes are h, h'y h" exerts on the point whose co-ordinates are a', 6', c', in the directions parallel to £'and k"; it may, in like manner, be shewn, that the attractions B and B' have the same proportion as kk" has to hh" ; and the attractions C and C', the same pro portion as kk' to hh The points in the surfaces of the two ellipsoids, which are determined by the co-ordinates, h cos. m, h! sin. m cos. , h" sin. m sin. n, or a, b, c, and k cos. ' sin. m cos. n, k" sin. sin.
n ,or a\ b\ c', may not improperly be called correspond ing points of the surfaces : they are such points as are situated on the same sides of the planes of the principal sections, and have their co-ordinates respectively proportional to the axes to which they are parallel. This being premised, the result of the foregoing investigation may be enunciated, as in the following theorem:
" If two ellipsoids of the same homogeneous matter have " the same excentricities, and their principal sections in the " same planes ; the attractions which one of the ellipsoids ex-" erts upon a point in the surface of the other, perpendicularly " to the planes of the principal sections, will be to the attrac-" tions which the second ellipsoid exerts upon the correspond-" ing point in the surface of the first, perpendicularly to the " same planes, in the direct proportion of the surfaces, or " areas, of the principal sections to which the attractions are " perpendicular."
For the principal sections, being ellipses, their areas are proportional to the products of the semi-axes.
When the attracted point, of which the co-ordinates are , b, c , is placed without the ellipsoid having , ', k" for its semi axes ; then the point, of which a!} b\ d are the co-ordinates, is necessarily within the other ellipsoid: and, on account of the of homogeneous Ellipsoids. relation which has been shewn to take place between the at tractions of the two solids upon corresponding points in one another's surfaces, the case, when the attracted point is placed without an ellipsoid, is made to depend upon the case, when the attracted point is within the surface.
4. Let us now consider the formula ( 2) for the attractive force parallel to the axis k, and, in this case, the whole attractive force A is evanescent, as it ought to be. For all other values of a, the expression A --L, in the circumstances supposed, is plainly a finite po sitive quantity: and, therefore, supposing b and c to be con stant, and a to increase, we must infer that the attractive force A will receive finite increments, so long as the point deter mined by the co-ordinates a, this point be in the surface, then the variable ordinates x,y, when they belong to points indefinitely near to the attracted point, will approach indefinitely to an equality with ;
and the corresponding values of -■ -and, consequently, the fluxions of the force A, will become infinitely great; on which account the continuity of the function A is broken off. From what has now been observed, it follows, that we may substitute for the force A, its expansion in a series of the powers of a ,provided we are careful not to extend the con clusions obtained by reasoning from the nature of such series, and, if the function ~ ~ be expanded into a series, the ter minus generalis of that series will be _ 1.3.5.7.... 2 n -1 a" [ a -f~ -a" -.
---24.6.8.... 2n * Rln+ 1 '
and, hence it is plain, that all the even powers of a will disapappear, and only the odd powers will remain. Now, the ex pansion of the force A cannot contain any of the powers of , excepting those which enter into the series for ~ : there fore, supposing the expansion of A to be arranged according to the powers of a,it will necessarily be of this form, A = A(I] a + A^ a% + A $ a5 +A(?> a 7 + , &c.: where A^, A<3), A^, &c. are functions independent of a. The first of these coefficients, it is easy to prove, will be determined by this formula, Substitute the series for A in this last equation, and let the coefficients of the several powers of a be equated to o ; and there will be obtained
&c, Thus, all the other coefficients depend upon the coefficient of the first term, being derived from it by a repetition of the same operations: and when the general expression of shall be determined, the whole series will become known.
Resume the formula (4)
and let x = R cos . / 6 -jy -Ii sin ./ cos, q cz = R sin. / sin then will II -+ (b --y)2 + (r -j i , express the drawn from the foot of a to the point in the surface of the ellipsoid, of which x,y, z are the co-ordinates; / will be the angle which R makes with a ; and q the angle which the plane drawn through R and as makes with the plane of y and x. A(|) sac cos.p S^n * *P H "" cos* *P } dp .
the fluent to be taken from / = 0, to / = and from # = q = s-sr. The transformed formula for A^ cannot be integrated, un less we substitute, in place of R, the function of the angles p and q ,t hat is equal to it. Now, ss= R cos./ , y aa 6 -R sin./ cos.
qf z =& c -R sin ./ sin. q ; let these values be substituted in the equation of the solid, x*" y * | «s* ir + F + 153 -1; and, for the sake of simplicity, let 
"T /,' S T-----T51----
2 £ R _ £ . and, because D is always positive when the attracted point is within the solid, as is here supposed, both these roots are real quantities, whatever be the angles and Conceive the line R to be produced to meet the surface of the ellipsoid again below the plane of y and z, then, if the produced part be de noted by R', it is plain that R and R' will be the two roots of the above equation: and because R', although in an opposite direction, has the same angular position as R, we may substi tute R' for R, in the expression for : thus, It is remarkable, that the last expression of does not contain either of the quantities or ; for these do not enter into the function M : and hence we are to conclude that the value of is independent on these co-ordinates, and is the same for all points situated within the same principal section of the ellipsoid. Another inference is, that all the other co efficients A^, A^, &c. of the expansion of the force A are severally equal to o, as is plain from the law which connects those quantities with one another, and with A^: on this ac count the expansion alluded to will be reduced to its first term, and we shall have, simply, A = A ll]xa. The same considerations likewise suggest a new analytical expression of A^; which, on account of its simplicity, and its immediate dependence on the figure and equation of the solid, seems to deserve the preference to every other: for, since it has been shewn that the value of A^ is independent on the co-ordinates b and c, we may exterminate these quantities from the formula (4); and thuŝ
(1) ==_s r r ____ 2* • . ' I ** + ' 4 the fluent to be extended to the whole of the surface of th& principal section made by the plane of y and z. The same reasoning that has been applied to the determi-nation of the attractive force A, it is evident, will apply equally to the attractions denoted by B and C : and, therefore, the attractions of an ellipsoid, acting perpendicularly to the planes of the principal sections, upon a point situated within the sur face, are as follows, v i z.
the several fluents to be extended to the whole of the surfaces of the principal sections, to which the attractions are perpen dicular. When the attracted point is without the ellipsoid, it be comes necessary, in the first place, to determine the semi-axes of another ellipsoid whose surface shall pass through the at tracted point, and which shall have the same excentricities and its principal sections in the same planes, as the given ellipsoid: these semi-axes have been denoted by , h', ", and the formulas for computing them have already been given.* W e must next determine the co-ordinates of the point in the surface of the given ellipsoid, that corresponds to the attracted point in the surface of the other ellipsoid: and, according to the definition that has been given of them, these co-ordinates, If we examine the expressions (5) for the attractions of an ellipsoid upon a point placed within the surface, it will readily appear that the coefficients, into which the co-ordinates of the attracted point are multiplied, are homogeneous func tions of 0 dimensions of the semi-axes of the solid, these quan tities rising to the same dimensions in the numerators of the functions, as in the denominators : and hence it is easy to in fer, that the values of these coefficients depend only on the proportions of the semi-axes to one another, and not at all upon their absolute magnitudes. Therefore, if we conceive two ellipsoids of the same homogeneous matter, similar to one another and similarly placed, whose surfaces envelop the same attracted point; it is plain, from what has just been re marked, that the attractions of these ellipsoids upon the point will be precisely equal. Thus it appears, that the matter in closed between the surfaces of the two solids, does not alter the attractive force of the inner ellipsoid; which could not be the case, unless the attraction of the super added matter in any one direction v?ere precisely equal to the attraction of the same matter in the contrary direction, so as to produce an equilibrium of opposing forces. Hence we may extend to a shell of homogeneous matter, bounded by any finite surfaces of the second order, which are similar to one another and similarly placed, what Sir Isaac Newton has demonstrated in the like hypothesis for surfaces of revolution ;* as in the fol lowing theorem :
" If a point be situated within a shell of homogeneous mat<f ter, bounded by two finite surfaces of the second order, which are similar and similarly placed; then the attraction " of the matter of the shell upon the point, in any one direc-" tion, will be equal to, and destroy, the attraction of the same " matter, in the opposite direction."
6 . Nothing more is wanting to complete a theory of the attractions of homogeneous ellipsoids, than to integrate the fluxional expressions (5) already obtained. In the case of a sphere, we have k = k' = k1', and " + fore 3 The same reasoning, it is evident, will apply to the remain ing attractions B and C : and hence the attractions of a sphere upon a point within the surface, acting perpendicularly to the planes of any three great circles that intersect at right angles, are thus expressed, this force is, therefore, directly as the mass, and inversely as the square of the distance from the center of the sphere. For an ellipsoid in general, we have cos. = k' sin. p cos.
p, % = k" sin. (p sin. ^: in order to transform the for mulas (5), we must first compute the values of , dx dx.dy. For this purpose, let the fluxion ofy be taken, making p the only variable, so that dy -k' cos. cos. ^ x dtp then, be cause y must be constant in the expression of the force A, when z varies, we must make dz == k" cos. p sin. 1 p . dp k" sin. cos.
and, by exterminating dp, we get dz = k" x d p : there fore dy .d z= z k'k" cos. p sin. dp. Again, because the value of x depends only on the angle p, we have dx = -k sin. p .dp: and, by taking the fluxions of y and % relatively to the variable p, we have dy = -k' sin. p sin.
P . dp, dz = k" sin. p cos. p . dp: therefore, dx .dy z=z kk' sin. 2< p sin. d x . dz = kk" sin. cos. in these expressions the sign -, which stands before the values of dx and dy, has been neglected : for that sign marks only that x and y decrease when the angles p and p increase, and does not afi'ect the absolute magnitudes of the fluents, which are alone the subjects of our research. Observing that kf* = t4 -e% and k"* = £• + e"\ the formulas (5) will now become, by substitution, (k7 -e'L\± (7) (A a + 0 4 (4* + #0 C = $cM xjf (p + 0 4 (4* + 0 4 : all these different fluents are to be conceived, as beginning to increase when k is infinitely great, and are to be extended till k has decreased, so as to be equal to the least of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid. In the general case of the problem, the expres sions that have been obtained transcend the limits of the or dinary analysis; and their integration requires the introduction of other quantities besides algebraic expressions and circular arcs and logarithms. They belong to the class of elliptical transcendants; a branch of the mathematics which has been of homogeneous . 3^9
very successfully cultivated, and is fertile in resources and methods that are applicable to every particular instance. The fluents in the formulas (6) for a point without the surface, are derived from the ellipsoid whose semi-axes are h, h ', /i", in the same manner as the fluents already considered kk'k!' are derived from the given ellipsoid : and, because -rrrp is equal to the mass of the latter solid, divided by the mass of the for mer one, it is easy to infer that we have only to substitute h for ki n the fluents of the formulas (7), to obtain the expres sions of the attractions of the given ellipsoid upon a point without the surface. Thus the two cases, when the attracted point is within the solid or in the surface, and when it is with out the solid, differ only in the limits of the fluents: in the former case, the fluents, beginning when the variable quan tity is infinitely great, are to be extended till it has decreased, so as to be equal to the least of the semi-axes of the given ellipsoid; and, in the latter case, the fluents are to be ex tended only till the variable quantity has decreased, so as to be equal to h, the least of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid, whose surface passes through the attracted point. In the former case, the values of the fluents are the same for all points within the ellipsoid, and in its surface ; in the latter case, these values depend upon the position of the attracted point.
The preceding formulas, being founded on the most gene ral hypothesis, are applicable to all figures bounded by finite surfaces of the second order. The case of the sphere, which corresponds to the supposition that the excentricities e1 and e'* are both evanescent, has already been considered, and, as it is attended with no difficulty, it needs not be again discussed but the two cases of solids of revolution, that of the oblate and oblong spheroids, are deserving of particular attention.
In the oblate spheroid, the two greater semi-axes k' and k,r are equal to one another; and, therefore, it corresponds to the supposition of e* == en. In this case the formulas (7) will become A = 3^M .J \ + B = 36M j j f -
these expressions may be all integrated by the ordinary me thods, and thus we get a = -arc-tan-r )
arc. tan. £ -■ A 4 J arc. tan. yThe formulas express the attractions of an oblate spheroid upon a point within the surface or in it, acting parallel to , h, r, the co-ordinates of that point, of which a is parallel to the axis of revolution.
When the attracted point is without the surface, we have only to compute h, the semi-axis of revolution of the spheroi whose surface passes through the attracted point, and to sub stitute it for k in the last formulas, in order to have the ex pressions of the attractions sought: and it is to be remarked, that the equation for finding h, which in the gene ellipsoid rises to the third degree, is, in this case, depressed to a quadratic. In effect, the equation for h,* when c2= e ' ", becomes f! 4. H L + h% * hz + ez * whence h" -r-(a2 + b2 + c2 -< ?2) h2 = a2 e2, and so 2/i2 = #2 -|-5Z c2 -£2 -J-s / -j-62 -£a) "f 4a
In the oblong spheroid, one of the semi-axes ' and k" must be made equal to the least semi-axis k> which corresponds to the suppposition of <?'*== 0. In this case, the formulas (7) will become A ■= 3<zM .J^ + e%
In these expressions k is the radius of the equatorial circle of the spheroid, and not the semi-axis of revolution, which is = s/i? + e2: and if we change k to denote the semi-axis of re volution, which requires that V-e2 be substituted for and, for the sake of uniformity with the formulas for the ob late spheroid, likewise interchange a and b, and A and B, in order that a may denote the ordinate parallel to the axis of revolution, and that A may express the attractive force in the same direction ; then, the last expressions will become which differ from the formulas for the oblate spheroid only in the sign of e2, as, it is manifest, ought to be the case. By integrating, we get 3£M
e3
. { i.h y p .lo g .
These formulas express the attractions of an oblong spheroid upon a point within the surface or in i t ; acting parallel to a, b, c , the co-ordinates of that point, of which a is parallel to the axis of revolution.
When the attracted point is without the spheroid, we must first compute h, the semi-axis of revolution of the spheroid whose surface passes through the attracted point; and for this purpose we have the following expression, zh* = a2 + b2 + c2 -f-e + V( a2 + b2 + c* + e2 ) 2 -4a2 observing that a is the ordinate parallel to h : then the attrac tions required will be found merely by substituting h for k in the formulas for the case when the attracted point is within the spheroid.
